Abstract. Construction of Covering Arrays (CA) with minimum possible number of rows is challenging. Often the available CA have redundant combinatorial interaction that could be removed to reduce the number of rows. This paper addresses the problem of removing redundancy of CA using a metaheuristic postoptimization (MPO) approach. Our approach consists of three main components: a redundancy detector (RD); a row reducer (RR) ; and a missing-combinations reducer (MCR). The MCR is a metaheuristic component implemented using a simulated annealing algorithm. MPO was instantiated with 21, 964 CA taken from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) repository. It is a remarkable result that this instantiation of MPO has delivered 349 new upper bounds for these CA.
Introduction
The use of software has permeated many areas of human activity, so the reliability of software has become important worldwide. It is estimated that software testing consumes about 50% of the cost of developing a new piece of software. A 2002 NIST report [23] indicates that the cost of an inadequate infrastructure for software testing was in the range of $22.2 to $59.5 billion (US dollars). Reducing this cost is not only important but the design and implementation of adequate software testing procedures is critical for the reliability of many electronic and mechanical systems, even more so in complex and important systems, such as space shuttles [16] .
According to Myers et al. [17] functional software testing methods may be divided into two main categories: white-box testing and black-box testing. The design of white-box testing suites requires source code of the software under examination. Some testing strategies based on the white-box approach are: statement coverage, decision coverage, condition coverage, decision-condition coverage and multiple-condition coverage. The building of test suites using white-box strategies is more challenging than for black-box strategies, since white-box strategies are based on knowledge of the internal structure of the system. Furthermore, if the system is modified, then tests must be redesigned to satisfy the new version of the system. On the other hand, the design of black box testing suites does not require source code of the software under examination. It compares actual behaviour against expected behaviour based on the functionality and the specification of the software system under examination. Some black-box testing strategies are: exhaustive input testing, equivalence partitioning, boundary-value analysis, cause-effect graphing, error guessing, and combinatorial interaction testing.
It is easy to construct test suites using a random black-box approach, but they rarely cover a large percentage of the functionality of the system under examination. A black-box approach that covers 100 percent of the functionality is the exhaustive approach, but it is impractical in most cases because too many tests are required. As an example: if we need to design a test suite for a system that has 20 parameters and each parameter has 10 possible values, it would require 10 20 tests; however, using a combinatorial interaction testing approach that covers the combinations of all pairs of parameter values, the test suite will require only 155 tests. The number of tests required with combinatorial interaction testing grows logarithmically according to the number of parameters [11] . Empirical studies in software testing have shown that combinatorial interaction testing is a useful approach [14, 4] . The mathematical objects that support combinatorial interaction testing are Covering Arrays (CA) and Mixed Covering Arrays (MCA).
CA and MCA are combinatorial structures that have been used successfully in various areas. The most reported application of CA and MCA is in the design of test suites for software combinatorial interaction testing [7, 8] , which is based on the concept that software faults are caused by unexpected combinatorial interactions of certain size between components. Another ap- plication is found in the field of parameter fine-tuning of metaheuristic algorithms [12, 19, 22, 20] . A CA, denoted by CA(N; t, k, v), is an N × k array, where every entry of the array takes values from a set of symbols of size v, such that every N × t sub-array contains at least once all possible v t t-tuples of symbols. An MCA is a generalization of a CA where the alphabets of the columns could have different cardinalities. The test cases are represented by the rows, the parameters are represented by the columns, the parameter values are taken from the set {0, 1 . . . ,v−1} which is called the alphabet, and t is the strength or combinatorial interaction degree between parameters covered by the CA. Figure 1 shows an example of a CA(9;2,4,3), and an MCA(6;2,4,3 1 2 3 ) is shown in figure 2 .
The Covering Array Number (CAN) is the minimum N such that for fixed k, v, and t a CA exists. The CAN is denoted by CAN(t,k,v). The construction of CA with N=CAN(t,k,v) is a challenging problem whether we use mathematical structures or metaheuristic algorithms.
When we have non-optimal CA (i.e. a CA with N > CAN(t,k,v)), it usually has many t-tuples that are covered more than once. This fact presents the opportunity to reduce number of rows of CA, given that it may then be possible to identify redundant rows [18] that can be removed.
In this paper we introduce a Metaheuristic Post-Optimization (MPO) approach to reduce the size of a CA by exploiting redundant elements in CA.
MPO is composed of three main components: a) a redundancy detector (RD); a row reducer (RR); and a missing-combination reducer (MCR) implemented using a simulated annealing algorithm (the metaheuristic component of our approach). MPO was extensively tested using 21, 964 CA (taken from the CA NIST repository). We have improved almost all 21, 964 CA, but the most remarkable result is that MPO has set 349 new upper bounds for these CA.
The remaining of the paper is structured in three sections. In section 2 we present in detail MPO approach giving details of the redundancy detector, row reducer and missing-combination reducer components. In section 3 we present the results of instantiating the MPO with the whole National Institute of Standards and Technology repository of covering arrays. Finally in section 4 we present some conclusions.
Metaheuristic Post-Optimization (MPO)
In this section we present implementation details of the MPO approach. We firstly give an overview of the whole process of MPO, secondly, we present details of each of the components RD, RR, MCR.
Design of MPO Approach
The design and implementation of MPO approach is briefly described in algorithm 1, where it can be observed that it has three components and two main loops. The inner loop executes the components: Redundancy Detector (RD) and Row Reducer (RR). After the inner loop is executed, the MissingCombinations Reducer (MCR) runs. When the MCR (implemented with a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm) is not able to make the number of missing combinations equal to zero, MPO ends. MPO (algorithm 1) receives as input A =CA(N;t,k,v) and gives as output B=CA(N'; t, k, v) with N' ≤ N and no missing t-wise combinations. The function τ computes the number of missing t-wise combinations of the parameter passed to it. τ has temporal complexity O(N k t ) (a more detailed description of how to compute the missing interactions for CA was presented by Avila-George et al. [3] ).
Redundancy Detector (RR)
The goal of the Redundancy Detector (RD) algorithm is to find a large number of redundant entries in the CA given as input. RD does its job by doing three scans of the input, the first two scans visiting all t-wise combinations of the matrix (each scan with temporal complexity O(N k t )), the third scan visiting all elements of the matrix, searching for rows that are totally redundant (with temporal complexity O(Nk)). The total temporal complexity is
The purpose of the first scan is to set as 'Fixed Symbol' (FS) cells that participate in t-wise combinations covered only once, and as 'Possible Redundant Cell' (PRC) all other cells. The second scan works with cells marked as PRC and decides which cells transform to the status of FS, while making sure coverage property (all t-wise combinations must be covered at least once) is satisfied, and number of cells with status of PRC is maximized. The third scan removes all rows in which all elements have status of PRC.
Row Reducer (RR)
The Row Reducer algorithm receives as input a CA and works in a greedy manner searching for a row i such that its removal minimizes missing combinations. In the worst case RR tests all rows of CA, but when a row with no missing t-wise combinations is found RR ends. If this is not the case the row removed is the one that gives the fewest number of missing t-wise combinations.
The logic of the operation of the RR algorithm is simple: replace the FS cells of the i-th row in all PRC cells of remaining rows, and then verify number of missing t-wise combinations (after removal of row i). RR removes the first row that minimizes missing t-wise combinations. The worst case temporal complexity of the algorithm is O (N(N −1) k t ) for the determination of row to be removed, and O(Nk) for the removal of the row. Then the total temporal complexity of the RR algorithm is O (N(N − 1) k t + Nk).
Missing-Combinations Reducer (MCR)
The MCR component of MPO is in charge of reducing to zero the number of missing t-tuples of the input parameter (a matrix with missing combinations). We decided to implement MCR using a simulated annealing (SA) algorithm given that SA has been applied succesfully for solving related problems [2, 6, 24, 21] . The core elements of the SA are: the neighbourhood functions N F; and the cooling schedule.
We used two neighbourhood functions N F 1 and N F 2 . N F 1 searches for a random missing t-tuple and sets one such tuple in every row, selecting the row that gives the fewest number of missing t-wise combinations. N F 2 selects t cells in a row (cells and rows are selected randomly) then tests every v t possible t-tuple in those cells, and selects combination that gives the lower number of missing t-wise combinations. SA uses a mixture of the two neighbourhood functions in such a way that N F 1 is applied with a probability pr and consequently N F 2 is applied with a probability 1 − pr.
The cooling schedule configuration in SA involves [1, 15] : (a) an initial temperature (temp 0 ); (b) a decreasing function to reduce the temperature value; (c) an ending temperature (temp f ); and (d) a finite number of iterations of the local search at the same temperature (L) (L size of a Markov chain [5] ). The parameters of the cooling schedule control the behaviour of the algorithm and therefore affect drastically the quality of the final solution. We selected static geometric cooling schedule controlled by a parameter α. The parameter L is static during execution of the algorithm [2, 24] . Also a parameter called frozen factor (f f ) was added to control number of temperature reductions without improvement towards solution, which works as an alternative termination criterion that is triggered when search stagnates.
SA algorithm (algorithm 2) is based on definition given by Kirkpatrick et al. [13] . Parameter values were selected after a parameter fine-tuning, and they are: temp 0 = 1; α = 0.99; L=Nkv 2 ; pr = 0.5; temp f = 1 × 10 −14 ; and F E = 11.
Algorithm 2 Simulated Annealing algorithm.
input : A C A(N ; t, k, v) , pr, temp 0 , temp f , L, α, F E output:
A ← A ′ with a probability min{1, e 
Implementation Note
The proposed algorithms were coded using C language and compiled with GCC 4.3.5 with -O3 optimization flag, and run in cores of the type AMD R 8435 (2.6 Ghz).
Results
To measure the effectiveness of MPO, the NIST repository of CA [10] was processed. NIST repository of CA consists of 21,964 CA with v ∈ {2, . . . , 6} and t ∈ {2, . . . , 6}. For each instance we report: average percentage reduction of rows (Υ), average time in minutes (Γ), and number of instances (I). Table 1 : Results of MPO algorithm after processing entire repository [10] . Information is organized in triplets containing: average percentage reduction of rows (Υ); average time in minutes (Γ); and number of instances (I) (Continues in table 2). Table 1 and table 2 summarize the results of processing NIST repository [10] . Information is organized in triplets containing: Υ, Γ, and I. It is shown that many instances were optimized, resulting in the construction of 349 state of the art upper bounds for CA by using MPO algorithm. The comparison between the MPO new upper bounds and the IPOG-F bounds is shown in tables 3, 4 and 5. Results are shown in figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 where instances are grouped by combinatorial interaction coverage degree (t). 
Conclusions
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